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was paid to the way in which the separatist churches, of which there are nearly three thousand in South 
Africa, make use of traditional elements of singing, dancing, costume, beliefs, etc. There is a feeling 
that the established churches are losing members because they are not lively enough, not African enough. 
The question is how far they can now go in re-Africanisation without their congregations, who were 
largely raised in the western christian ethos (which includes such concepts as the "sanctity of immo
bility") suspecting that they are "going over to the separatists". 

These questions and others are discussed in the report on the consultation issued by the Christian 
Academy. The texts of six lectures are given and there are three particularly useful study documents 
at the end, on a centre for training African church musicians, co-operation of hymn-book committees, 
and development of church music in South Africa. 

* * * * * 
UGANDA NATIONAL CRAFTS SCHEME 

Extract from letter from Mr. Owen Barton of the Ministry of Culture and Community Development, 
P.O. Box 7136, Kampala, Uganda: 

"The National Crafts Scheme was established for the purpose of finding a sales outlet for the crafts 
which the people of rural Uganda are able to produce. We are not making any articles ourselves. The 
cultural background of Uganda is fairly rich, but many of the skills were either dormant or dying and 
the scheme has stimulated the production of articles such as all kinds of musical instruments, drums, 
arms and artifacts of all kinds. It has been our job at the Ministry of Culture to avoid the production 
of poor quality crafts for the sake of a quick return and of course, to keep away from "airport junk" 
type of items. This scheme has been successful and had resulted in an improvement in the standards of 
living of quite substantial numbers of people." 

* * * * * 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY SEMINAR IN AFRICA 

A promising new development in American studies of African music was initiated recently when a 
six-week "Seminar in African Music and Art" organised by Manhattanville and Briarville Colleges, 
New York State, was held in West Africa in July-August 1969, led by Prof. Nicholas England, Hewitt 
Pantaleoni (whose article appears in this issue) and Mr. Seth Ladzekpo. The places visited were Dakar, 
Abidjan, Anyako (Ghana) and Lagos, in order to observe and perform music under the guidance of 
local musicians in each region. Some of the seminarists had already studied drumming under Mr. 
Ladzekpo of Anyako, Ghana, and were thus able to profit from direct participation in the original music 
and observation of its proper social context. Dr. Pantaleoni's article in the present issue is at least partly 
the outcome of this welcome and more practical approach to the study of Mrican music. It is to be 
hoped that other foreign colleges will continue to encourage their students to gain that personal involve
ment with African music which has been responsible for a large proportion of if not all the most valuable 
contributions so far. 

* * * * * 
XYLOPHONES IN THE SUDAN 

Interesting details of the construction of a Bongo xylophone in the Sudan has been sent us by Mr. 
David Evans who, for many years, was a member of the Sudan Political Service. 

The extract he sends is taken from the Sudan Notes and Records, Vol. XXVIII, 1947 (pp. 179-181) 
and was written by Faustino Roro Kamitin, who is a member of the Gbaya tribe and son of the 
hereditary maker of the rongo for his clan. 

What is particularly interesting is the similarity of manufacture of the Gbaya xylophone in some 
respects with that of the Chopi of southern Mozambique. The use of the wax of the ground bee, as 
opposed to that of the tree or rock bees; the nasalising membranes on the side of the resonators; and 
the accompaniment of the xylophone music by rattles and drums. 

The extract is as follows ... 
"The rongo is a kind of musical instrument with ten wooden slats and ten hollow gourds attached to a 

flat board half a foot broad by three feet long, and having a semi-circular rod joined by string to both 
edges of the flat board. The instrument is hung from the neck by a string when being played. 

The rongo is made from either ebony or a special hard dried wood fetched from the forest, which is 
carved into a keyboard of ten pieces with varying tones. After they have been carefully carved and 
tuned, they are fitted over the gourds, which are got by first sowing the seeds during the rains. These 
gourds, which are of a special kind (korako rongo), and are used only for this purpose, are sown near 
trees, where the stems, after growing, creep up and yield gourds, which are cut down and taken to the 
nearest stream or waterpool, where they are left for a week or so, then taken out, cleaned, and hollowed 
out, and left ready to fit to the slats at any available time. 

Next comes the wax for sticking the hollow gourds on to the flat board on which the slats are arranged. 
This wax is fetched from the forest from special ground bees (uru), by digging them out and obtaining 
the wax. The honey is used as food; then the wax is made into the sticking substance for the rongo. Thus 
is obtained the sticking substance; now comes the stuff which is spread over the tiny holes at each point 
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of the hollowed gourds; this is put on in order to give out a fine tone. This stuff is either obtained from 
bats' wings or from a spider's web (tri pale/e) found in the bark of fallen trees and in old huts. Finding 
everything now available a man makes up his rongo. 

How it is plqyed 
It is played by striking the slats with two pairs of rubber-ended sticks, holding a pair in each hand -

when thus played it gives out a kind of harmony with both bass and treble tones. 
There are four tunes played on the rongo for dances; and it is accompanied by a drum, and by hollow, 

round-headed gourds with seeds inside, which give out noises agreeing both with the drum and the 
music (of the rongo)." 

* * * * * 
THE PAN-AFRICAN CULTURAL FESTIVAL-TWO VIEWS 

JosEPH 0KPAKU, Nigerian Playwright. 
After several days of sitting in plenary sessions at the Pan-African Cultural Festival at Algiers, I 

wondered whether I was in the right place or had not by error strayed into an nternational cocktail 
party. Many of my fellow Atdcan writers and artists shared my feeling. 

We Africans are a people who like to wrestle and it is time for politician, artist and critic to tie their 
wrappers firmly and prepare tor the bout. The organizers of the festival succeeded in bringing together 
these three traditional enemies, all whettipg their palms in eager anticipation of the match. Bu~ it never 
took place. Instead, official delegation after official delegation spent their time trying to convince fellow 
Africans that their particular country has a culture or that many centuries ago a national literature was 
in fact started. The time devoted to government policy statements on culture made the festival sound 
like a meeting of the O.A. U., this time with a very restless audience of artists. · 

Since it is obvious that every African in his right mind knows that there is a valid and rich African 
culture, was it not a pure waste of time to devote all that effort to state the obvious? Or perhaps it was 
not for the African ear. Why then all the talk about imperialism and neo-colonialism? The woman who 
takes off her clothes and says to a man, "See, am I not beautiful?" cannot turn around and accuse the 
man of having made her a prostitute. · · 

All is not sunshine and roses in Africa. (If it were, the continent would be uninteresting.) How could 
we then get together in Algiers to heap praises on each other, pretending that all is well, when my own 
Nigeria is in the midst of a painful civil war; when other countries are plagued by grave problems; 
when artists are carrying guns or have taken over military propaganda; when writers and film makers 
are in jail ? Art is not diplomacy and the artist is not a diplomat. The very nature of the festival demanded 
that the politicians, after organizing it, disappear through the back door as soon as the guests arrived. 
Instead, the artists stayed in the galleries and were forced to listen to politicians officiating at the ritual 
of cultural diplomacy. 

The festival failed to discuss how culture can progress in the midst of political turmoil. It failed to 
make a clear distinction between a government's minister of culture and the guardians and bearers of 
culture. Where society is a castle, the minister of culture is the drawbridge. He can keep the couriers in 
or out of the castle waJls. 

Unlike his Western counterpart the African artist or writer is often an important man who can say 
what he wants and is often listened to. In many cases, he actuaJly holds an important position in govern
ment, the mass media or teaching. Whatever his public role, the artist functions most effectively in 
society as a critic of life and death, as a dreamer, a seer, a madman, a prophet, a bard. At a time of 
turbulence, when the society needs all kinds of new ideas, when the continent is in its most creative 
period, the artist must give his best efforts to the creation of new ideas. He must at the same time defend 
freedom of expression from the excesses of political pragmatism and artistic irresponsibility. · 

Artists actively involved in politics have the same responsibility as other citizens to respect the law, 
or in disagreeing with it, to be prepared to face the consequences. As long as people are allowed to say 
what they like openly, there is never the need to go underground and the artist will never be a threat to 
national security merely by playing his role as social critic. 

At Algiers the wrestling match between artists and politicians was postponed. The future of Africa 
requires that this match take place and that culture (defined as the synthesis of art and politics) triumph. 
The artist must not be destroyed, certainly not by the politician; because the destruction of the artist is 
the destruction of culture, which in turn is the destruction of society, and therefore the ultimate 
destruction of the politician's basis of power. 

The greatness of Africa will lie in what we can do in the face of our handicaps and we can do a great 
deal if we begin to recognize the important role of free thought, criticism and meaningful · dialogue 
among people of all ages and views. Africans, especially the elders, should remember that young men, 
like artists, may once in a while have a good idea. We so need a fresh approach that the joy of each 
precious idea is worth the anger and irritation produced by less worthy ones that must also be heard. 
Controversy is the fuel of cultural progress, not legislated uniformity or sterile exercises in cultural 
diplomacy. The recent release of Wole Soyinka gives one reason for guarded optimism. 

Reprinted from Africa Report, November 1969, by kind permission of the Editor. 
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GERHARD KuBIK, Musicologist l.L.A.M. 
Newspapers I collected in Algiers claim that there were at least 5,000 Africans in town during the 

the Festival week who were participating officially. Besides, there was an inestimable number of visitors 
and journalists, as well as members of several radio and television stations. That this caused some very 
serious problems as to lodgings and other facilities is evident. The Algerian authorities in charge of the 
Festival were literally overrun by the affiux of strangers. 

Already at the airport one could see that effective control was gradually gliding out of their hands. 
One of the first alarming news I got at the airport was that not a single bed would be available in town. 
Youth Hostels and University accommodation was also "complet" I was told, up to the last bed, table, 
board or any other suitable device for sleeping ... Mter all I found a room in a hotel near the harbour 
calling itself Royal Hotel. Deat Dr. Traceyl I have stayed in many places during my travels in Mrica 
and Europe in the last 10 years. I am happy with houses in African villages, I am content with a mat, 
if there is no bed available, I do not even mind sleeping in a kitchen, a warehouse, on the seats of a bus, 
train, or whatever device may be suitable, but this ROYAL HOTEL was really a new kind of experience 
to me ... 

The opening of the show was organised as a "street-parade" in the crowded streets of Algiers. The 
nature of the Festival was soon clear to me. I would characterise it as a cultural festival with a strong 
political accmt. How wide, in fact, the political side was may be seen from the two photographs taken of 
the "street-parade", which I enclose for your information (Ed.: Groups carrying slogans and pictures 
of political leaders). 

The political alignment of the Festival is also illustrated by statements on the purpose of the SympOJillm, 
the meeting of the political "elite". I am quoting from News Bulletin No. 5 of the Festival: " ... a 
symposium has been included in the Festival programme whose theme will be: African culture - its 
reality, its role in the liberation struggle, in the consolidation of African unity and the economic and 
social development of Africa". Several other statements are also indicative, for example the declaration 
by M. Pierre N'Ze, vice-president of the Revolution Council of Congo-Brazzaville: "La culture, un 
instrument de lutte" (Culture, an instrument of battle). 

Part of the Festival was the inauguration of an Mro-Arnerican Ct!nter under the slogans "FREEDOM 
BY FESTIVAL" and "FREEDOM IS ONE". The delegation was sent by one of the most militant 
freedom groups of the United States, the Black Panther Party. 

Most of the revolutionary eJtile governments of European-occupied African territories were present: 
Frelimo (Mozambique), sent a group of Makonde musicians. They used traditional Makonde drums, 
such as I have seen in Mozambique in 1962, as a rhythmical basis for revolutionary songs. Women and 
men were dressed in uniforms and they passed in goose-step before us. 

Zapu (Rhodesia) sent a modern dance ensemble; Swapo (Namibia) sent a group of traditional musi
cians, and A.N.C. (South Mrica) was represented by a vocal group comprising 20 to 30 members. 

The musical quality of the performances was varied. Among the representatives of the liberation 
movements there was only one group that really concentrated on performing genuine African music. 
You may be surprised to hear that it was the South Mrican one, mainly .Zulu and a few Xhosa. They 
performed multi-part vocal music in the traditional way, really very beautiful and most moving. The 
song texts, according to their indications, were not usually concerned with political subjects but rather 
with themes taken from the traditional world of their South African home. Only at the beginning of 
their performances in the theatre El Mouggar on Tuesday they gave a political manifestation. We all in 
the concert hall, about 500 peot>le, had to stand up and remain silent for a minute as a sign of mourning. 

The delegations from independent African countries gave performances of rather varied musical and 
artistical quality. The sort of songs performed by Tanzania was nothing but European school music as 
it used to be taught in Tanganyika secondary and primary schools during the worst period of musical 
colonialism. All they did was to freshen it up with new texts of political nature, and they call this type of 
music now "National Service Songs". Strangely enough they had two very good traditional musicians 
with them, one playing a fiddle, the other a long calabash horn, but these were put in action as interludes. 

On the other hand there were countries very well represented musically with traditional and modern 
ensembles. Cameroun, Chad, Mauretania and Congo-Brazzaville were most impressive. I was particu
larly enthusiastic about the groups of musicians and dancers from Cameroun. Not a single word was 
said about political issues, only very good music was played. They also had a very good compere who 
knew remarkably much about traditional music. They brought several types of xylophones with them, 
as weJJ as sJit drums, bells and other instruments. Besides traditional xylophone music there exists a 
modern kind of xylophone music in Cameroun which can be regarded as an original creation of present
day musicians. The now very famous group called "Richard Band de Zoe Tele" was there with three 
"table"-xylophones, two rattle~ and two drums. I have known them before and they gave a sparkling 
and most inspired performance. 

Congo-Kinshasa had sent a good modern guitar ensemble from the capital, the "Premiers Bamboula". 
They are not as well-known as "O.K. Jazz", who had played at the Festival in Dakar, but they played 
good music in the Western Congolese guitar style. 

Congo-Brazzaville, apart from traditional groups, was represented by the "Orchestra Bantou". This 
is a very well-known. guitar orchestra that has already toured most parts of the world. But this evening 
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the "Bantou" were disappointing. They did not play the kind of music one knows from their records, 
but were trying to adapt themselves to the demands of the Arab public. And the Algiers crowd was 
desiring nothing but American pop music! · 

•.. Looking back I feel that the Algiers Festival has given us at least a realistic assessment of what 
may be expected under similar circumstances .•. 

(Extract from letter to Dr. Hugh Tracey) 

* * * * * 
CORRIGENDA 

Vol. II, No. 3, 1960. Gerhard Kubik, "The Structure of Kiganda Xylophone Music". 
Page 16-3rd line: Endingidi, wt Endigidi. 
Page 17-lst para, 1st line: Omwawuzi, not Omunazi. 
Page 23-0musango gwa balere: the 13th note of the Okwawula part is A, wt E. 
Page 25-Nandikuwadde enyanja e kalide: the 12th note of the Okunaga part is D, wt C. The 

16th note is E, not D. Consequently the 6th note of the Okukonera part is D, not C, and the 
10th note being aD, must disappear. 

Page 26-0muwabutwa wakyejo: the 14th note of the Okwawula part is D, wt E Consequently 
there should be a D at the same place in the Okukonera. 

Page 30-Bogerera mwogerera: the complete Okwawula part should be transposed one key higher 
at the same place, reading thus: E-A, D-G, C-E. 

Page 24-the correct title is "Atalabanga mundu agende Buleega". 

Vol. Ill, No. 1, 1962. Gerhard Kubik, "The phenomenon of inherent rhythms in East and Central 
African instrumental music". 

Pages 34, 35 and 36-Basubira malayika, not "Basibira malaika", according to the new Ganda 
orthography. 

Page 35, Fig. 2-in the Abawuzi's parts (I and ll), notes 1 and 9 are D (below the F that is written). 
Notes 7 and 9, also 15 and 16, which are C and F, should stand an octave higher. 

Page 35-3rd para, 3rd line: phrase, not vase. 
Page 37, heading, Fig. V-Composition for Likembe of an Azande musician. 
Pages 38 and 39-From the last para. of page 38, the correct version of the text is this: 

The player of the second drum has two possible positions for each of his hands. I wish to refer 
to them as LB (left, "big" tone), LM (left hand, middle tone), RM (right hand, middle tone) and 
RB (right hand, "big" tone). On the drum the four positions are these: (Fig. VIII). 
And this is th~ combination of rhythms as used in one particular part of the Vimbuza dance: (Fig. IX). 

Fig. VIII 
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Vollll, No. 2, 1963. Gerhard Kubik, "Discovery of a trough xylophone in Northern Mozambique". 
Page 11-2nd para, 3rd line: Milange, not Milango. 5th line: Makua, not Maku. 
Page 11-Footnote 2, 3rd line: Bangwe, not Bangwa. 4th line: Board zither, wt broad zither; 
Makua, not Maku. 
P?.ge 12, penult. para: Key No. 1 is 922 v.p.s., not 932. 

Vol. Ill, No. 3, 1964. Gerhard Kubik, "Recording and studying music in Northern Mo~ambique". 
Throughout: Lomwe, not Lomue. 
p. 77,ls, 2 and 3 should read: ... the research worker, Norberto dos Santos Junior, it seems ... 
p. 79, I. 10: Mecula fWI Meculu. 
p. 80,1. 11: Norberto dos Santos Junior3, not Thomas Jonl?e. I. 26: kazoos not gazoos. Footnote 

3 should read: Norberto dos Santos Junior: "A Chitata', Revista de Garcia de Orta, Vol. 6, No. 2, 
Lisboa 1958; "0 Pango ou Panco", Revista de Garcia de Orta, Vol. 6, No. 3, 1958. 
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p. 85, para (c):joza, not moza. 
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p. 86, para 2: delete (See photograph No. 10). Para 3, I. 4: Lupanda, not Lipanda. 
p. 91, r.ara 2: Carlindo, not Garlindo. ill: Wa~u~ela, not ~akulele. 
p. 92, . 25 should read: ... by 74 cents. Th1s Is approximately ... 
p. 93, I. 7: 6.75, not 6.65. 
p. 94, I. 2: Yaua, not Vaua. Para 4: Makonde, not Mokonde. 
p. 96, 1. 5: delete Makua. I. 9: the, not other. 
p. 97, para 7: bango, not ba,Yo (twice). Norberto dos Santos Juniot, not Thomas Jonge. 
p. 98, para 2: mtama, not utama. Last para: klfialula, not klfialola. 
p. 99, para (b): Makonde, not Mokonde. 
p. 100, paras 1 and 2: bango, not ba,Yo. 

Vol. Ill, No. 3, 1964. Gerhard Kubik, "Generic names for the mbira". 
p. 28, and p. 29, para 3: the 0 of MBO should be crossed, as in Norwegian. 
p. 29, last line: Entlongo, not Endogo. 

Vol. Ill, No. 4, 1965. Gerhard Kubik, "Transcription of mangwilo xylophone music from film 
strips". 
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p. 38, Fig. 3: add v.p.s. figures under the six notes respectively 887, 784, 653, 603.6, 534, 481. 
p. 39, Fig. 4: delete Triple-division type interlocking. 
p. 40, Figs. 5 and 6: the figures are wrongly numbered. 5 should be numbered 6, and 6, 5. Head 

the correct Fig. 5 Triple-division type interlocking, and Fig. 6 Duple-division type interlocking. 

Vol. IV, No. 3, 1969. Gerhard Kubik, "Composition techniques in Kiganda xylophone music". 
p. 45, para 5: Read "Ab'e mbuga basengljja". 
p. 47, last para: 42.53.14. not 42.53.14. 
p. 62, No. 22: Alle not Abe. 1-:isert e thus: " ... iftltM e Kktmywa", 
p. 63, No. 38: The Ok. part has .4 left out. It should read: 

5.4.4.2.4.3.4.5.4.411.1.4.3.3.1.5.4.2.3.2.5.2.2. 
p. 64, No. 43: Atakulubeere not Atakulubere. The Ok part should read: 

5.4.5.1.2.3.4.4. (not 3.)3.31 etc. No. 48: Ab'e not Abe. 
p. 65, No. 51: The spacing in the Ok. part should be regular, i.e. bring back the first 2 by one place. 
p. 66, No. 61: The alternative note in the Okw. part should be one place on, under the 3, not 

under the 2. 
p. 67, No. 76: The alternative notes in the Ok. part should be spaced with two dots between each, 

so that they fall directly under the 5 .. 1. .5 .. 
p. 68, No. 80: All seven 41. groups ii1 the Okw. part should read 4f. No. 87: The two S's in the 

Ok. part should read 5. 
p. 69, No. 88: Okw. part should read 35.41 No. 94: Okw. part should read 42.53.14. No. 98: 

Okw. part should read 53.25.25.41. - -
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RECORDS AND BOOKS FOR SALE 

We would like to draw our members' attention to the great number of records, and some eight books 
and Journals, that are on sale at the Society's headquarters, the International Library of Mrican Music. 
The books were listed in full in the last number of this Journal; the records, which were last described 
in Vol. Ill, No. 3, are completely listed in our two current catalogues, "The Sound of Africa Series" 
and "The Music of Africa Series". These records represent by far the largest, most comprehensive and 
best documented existing collection of African music that is available to the public. (For two reviews 
see the Journal of the International Folk Music Council, Vol. XII, 1960, by A. M. ]ones, and "Ethno
musicology", Vol. IX, No. 2, 1965, by Frank Gillis.) 

The Sound of Africa Series is the primary collection. It is published together with a card information 
system, and numbers at present 213 discs from fifteen countries. The Music of Africa Series consists of 
selections taken from the above· for general non-specialist purposes. It numbers at present 25 · discs, 
selections of some of which ate also available on 7 inch discs. 

These records have been widely bought by universities and private collectors, but we feel not yet 
widely enough. They are the only source of financial self-support of the I.L.A.M., and we hope that 
members will be able to .contribute by keeping up to date with your own collections, and by intro
ducing the two Series to all interested people or organisations whom you may know. The catalogues 
are available from the I.L.A.M., free for the Music of .Africa Series, and for the Sound of Africa Series 
20c.(S.A.), 28c. (U.S.A.). 

* * * * * 
TUNING FORKS FOR FIELD RESEARCHERS 

The sets of 54 tuning forks, 212-424 v.p.s. at intervals of 4 v.p.s., complete with wooden case with 
carrying handles, are now ready at the manufacturers, Ragg Tuning Forks Ltd., Nursery Works, Little 
London Road, Sheffield 8, England. Only 12 sets have been made, at the old price of £35, so members 
are advised to place their orders soon, direct with the manufacturers. Similar sets.·of forks made by the 
same firm have been used by the Director of the I.L.A.M. and others for many years and have proved 
to be by far the most practical and accurate method of taking instrumental tunings in the field, besides 
holding their pitch exactly over the years. 

* * * * * 
MUSIC TRANSCRIPTION PAPER 

For the benefit of our Members engaged in field research and with the increasing use of "pulse lines" 
in African musicology, the I.L.A.M. has had a certain supply of manuscript pape~ specially printed for 
transcription of Mrican music. It consists of 10 inch by l3 inch sheets with (1) the normal 12 five-line 
staves in black, and (2) 24 vertical "pulse" lines in light blue spaced evenly 3/10 inch apart (i.e. a little 
more than i inch). The 13th line at one end of the sheet, and the 9th and 17th at the other are slightly 
lengthened to assist in visual identification of these lines if working in 12-pulse or 8-pulse phrases 
respectively. This, of course, does not prohibit its use for music of any other phrase length.· The paper 
was designed by Andrew Tracey, who reports a time saving of at least 50 per cent in live transcribing 
in the field, and also in neat copying for reproduction, where it saves interminable measurement. See 
the music illustrations in his article in this issue. The blue lines have been photographically filtered out 
here, although they can be left in if desired. 

Price: 100 sheets - R2.00 (S.A.), $2.80 (U.S.), £1 3s. 2d. (U.K.). 
Fitting ring binder- Rl.OO (S.A.), $1.40 (U.S.), £0 11s. 7d. (U.K.). 

* * * * * 
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